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South Street Linen
all linen   all season   all made in maine

Why Linen

We chose linen as our only fabric because of its timelessness and sensuous feel. Linen, made 
from the flax plant, is as ancient as civilization. Shopping, the hand runs along a rack of 
clothing and stops at the touch of linen. Visually, the eye singles out the weave. Its purity and 
quality are the foundation for our garments.

Our Design

We design for ourselves, which means we design for everyone. Our garments are not slaves 
to novelty. Like linen, our designs are timeless.

Keeping It Local

From its inception South Street Linen has been committed to the local community. We know 
who makes our patterns and who sews our clothing. We know who answers our phones and 
who ships our orders. We pay decent wages so our workers can have respectable lives. It’s 
that simple. We’re not going anywhere. We believe in supporting and growing our local work 
force. We believe in Maine.

Customers

Our customers come in every shape, size and personality. We love our customers’ willingness 
to connect with us about clothes, body and self-image. The connections have turned out to 
be more important than any of us ever imagined.
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The Boyfriend Shirt
Our boyfriend shirt meets all 
demands. It has enough integrity 
to be worn on its own or as an over 
shirt. It is the shirt you will grab on a 
summer evening, looking great with 
any pants, from jeans to our beautiful 
linen capris or Dutch boys.
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The Lynn Shirt
The Lynn shirt, made 
of handkerchief linen, 
has 3/4 sleeves and 
a split jewel neck. Its 
simple design makes 
it an easy choice for 
a clean, comfortable 
summer shirt.
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The Pinnie
This is the dress you have been waiting for. A crisscross, vee back 
pinafore with two big pockets and chic pin tucks for a flattering shape. 
No buttons, no zippers . . . slip it on and go. Wear it over t-shirts, dress 
shirts, leggings, jeans — the South Street pinnie is our go-to, feel-good, 
look-great, everyday jumper.
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The Language of Scarves
Handprinted scarves 
mark South Street Linen’s 
beginning. In 2011 we printed 
and pieced them together 
in our studios. Delicious and 
inventive color combinations 
attracted our first customers.

Today the scarves are 
handprinted on Vinalhaven 
island by master printer Chris 
Clarke.
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Criss Cross Top Criss Cross Top with Sleeves
This relative of the sleeveless criss cross top carries the same  
flattering design into the colder months. It covers the arms with  
a light weight fabric.

In 2013 we designed a criss cross 
dress. As often happens, a customer 
suggested a modification. We 
chopped the dress short and loved 
the result! Wear our criss cross top to 
the beach and out for dinner at the 
end of the day. It’s our ‘it’s-so-damn-
hot-but-I-need-to-look-good’ shirt.
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French Tunic
Our best selling top is a 
modern take on a classic 
French work tunic. 

Made of a medium gauge 
crisp linen, it features 
a four button bib front, 
long sleeves you can roll 
or not, and a split hem 
longer in the back and 
rounded in front.

Dressy or casual, it works 
both ways.

South Street Linen
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The Jane Dress Just like a great pair of blue jeans, the Jane dress  
flatters without formality. Add a sweater or leggings  
and you have a very different animal. Looks great with 
a belt. And, yes, it has side seam pockets.
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The Duster

South Street Linen

Somewhere between Wyatt Earp and mom’s favorite 
jacket is the South Street Linen unstructured duster. 
This relaxed linen coat is a perfect transitional object 
from day to night and between seasons. It comes in 
several different weight fabrics. Throw it over your yoga 
clothes (or pajamas!) and you can go anywhere. Great 
contrasting details along inside front snaps and down 
back seam.
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Swing Shirt 
We show our love for pockets (and freedom) in this top. The movement of this 
A-line swing shirt is graceful and soft. Comfortable and adaptable, this shirt is 
designed to be worn over pants or a skirt.
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Peplum Top
This compelling silouette features a cowl neck and swallow 
tail back unlike anything else in your (or our) wardrobe. The 
peplum top is a misleadingly simple statement piece. Wear 
it to dress up or dress down.
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The Jacket
Mary Ruth spent one winter 
designing this extraordinary 
jacket. Designed to be 
comfortable and shapely at 
the same time, it has become 
one of our best selling items. 

A versatile piece in its ability 
to wear with jeans or pair 
with a formal dress.
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When Lynn couldn’t find the summer pants she wanted, 
she designed her own. These pants slip on easily. They 
feature an elastic draw-string waist and a split ankle hem. 
Comfortable and flattering in all the right places!

Capri Pants
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Dutch Boy Pants
Our wider leg style Dutch 
boy pants feature a flat 
front and elastic back to 
eliminate bunching.

The bottom hem is 
intentionally slanted to 
flatter the ankle. Big 
pockets.

Men’s Shirt
Customers have been asking us when we 
were going to make a linen shirt for men. It 
took us almost a year of redesigns, but we 
have created the most comfortable  
and durable linen shirt money can buy. 

Worth the wait, worth the price.

South Street Linen
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Aprons

About Us

We don’t understand flimsy aprons; what’s the point? From pastry chefs to 
Sunday morning family breakfast-makers, our South Street linen apron is 
begging you to wipe your flour covered hands and enjoy the coverage.  
With a generous wrap-around two pocket design it’s meant to be treated  
for what it is: a true work horse.

Five years ago we were three mid-career artists, meeting for our monthly 
critique session, and bemoaning the fact that it was impossible to find 
stylish clothes not designed for 20 somethings. Lynn remarked in passing 
that she was interested in printing on fabric. Mary Ruth mentioned that 
she had been collecting linen samples for years. Jane said she knew how 
to sew. Three weeks later the three of them had created a line of linen 
scarves. South Street Linen was born.

Since then, working with a series of local contract seamstresses, a master 
printer on Vinalhaven Island, and other supportive businesses, South 
Street Linen has grown into a destination boutique in Portland, Maine. 
The three of us continue to design the kinds of clothes we like to wear. 
We pride ourselves on being a part of a growing slow-fashion movement, 
where quality, attention to detail, and commitment to community take 
precedence over mass production.

South Street Linen
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Contact us
We are inspired by our customers, our employees  
and our friends. We design for you. We’d love to hear  
what you think. e-mail: southstreetlinen@gmail.com

Call us
774.234.7678

Visit our studio shop
5 South Street, Portland, ME 04101

Store hours
Mon–Sat 10-5 
Telephone hours: Mon–Sat 10-5

Shipping
Please allow five to seven days for shipping. We will e-mail you 
if there is possibility of delay.

We want to be in touch
Join our e-mail/newsletter list.

Return policy
If any item does not meet your needs, return it within two 
weeks in unworn condition for a full refund.

Follow us out there

www.souths treet l inen .comSouth Street Linen


